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aÍkêZÔÐ^Ð¯ LcàÐZÞ j=cç [Ô¦éÐ LÒeÐ[Þ dÓ Ð
mÞ`ÔÒ[ _ j `ÐÒ`_ `]ê`[ÍcÞaÐc÷jÐ Ð
HkÞ ÒhìÐLVÞ bNa]ç NÑ[Ðe `qc @^ÔÐ¯Òe (]hc ÒhìÐL)
aÀà_Ð LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð hÍÑ bNaÐ_ LkÞÒm - ÒdDÜaÔ¦Þ
bNaÐ_* D`Òe _Þbàe LÒe aÐ Lcàe $f bNaÐ_*Ê @`àZ
LeÞ @_Ðj¦ bÐaÒe Lcà LÒe, Òj `Ð`Lcàe `Í[ÞLÍÞ¯Ð
ÒbÐNLÒe _ÐkÞÜ Ð `]ê`[Í Sf c^ÔÒe \úÒm jÊwÐ Òd`eÞ Sf
[ÐLÊ ¸hà LeÞ`ÐÒe _ÐkÞÜ, ÒjkÞ`eÞ Ló»ÒQ[_hÑf aÔ¦ÞLÊ
`Ð`Lcàe `Í[ÞLÍÞ¯Ð ¸hà LeÞ`ÐÒe _ÐkÞÜ Ð
Lord Krishna said to Arjuna in verse 10 of Chapter 5 in
“Karma Joga” - “One who does all work as an

offering to the Lord, abandoning attachment to the
results, is as untouched by sin (or Karmic reaction)
as a lotus leaf is untouched by water.”
JOGA Eassay Contest Results
Arun Ojha conducted an essay contest among high school
students to increase the awareness of children about
Indian culture. The winners were: 1st Place: Prerana
Pradhan; 2nd Place: Mrunali Das. Both chose to write on
the topic “Gateway of India” out of three different
topics.
We present below the essay that won the first place. Both
the essays are available at
http://www.jogaworld.org/chirantana/essay_2007.htm
Gateway of India
By Prerana Pradhan, New Jersey
I asked some of my friends to define India for
me. After a couple of incredulous stares and laughs, I got
this.
“Uh…India, where Indian people live. And cows.
Many cows. The country with the gazillion gods. And
super powers. And eight arms.”

It was my turn for the incredulous stare. But as
far-fetched as it sounds, that comment outlined a lot of
things about the Indian culture. Only, there are many
details that were left out.
Yes, India is the land of Indian people. 1.1 billion
people to be exact. Just think about all the faces the
country holds, all the values and opinions, and all the
personalities. India has 28 states, 23 official languages,
and all religions. Many disputes arise because of
differences, but India is a perfect example of unity in
diversity. It tries its best to hold neutrality and concord
amongst its people.
And yes, India has lots of cows. The cow is
probably the animal that is most associated with our
country. It is considered sacred to us, and not because it
is “God,” like most non-Indians misconceive. Indians
respect cows because of their usefulness. Villagers are
still a majority in India. Cows give them with milk,
butter, yogurt, and manure. They also provide power to
farmers in plowing fields. During ancient times, cows
were given a place in Hindu mythology as Krishna’s pet
because of their importance.
India’s main religion is Hinduism. The religion
with “the gazillion gods” who have “super powers and
eight arms.” All Hindus believe in manifestations of one
God. This doesn’t show fickleness or inconsistency;
rather, it shows Hindu tolerance. With so many people
and so many customs, the religion molded with its
locality. For example, Lord Vishnu is worshipped as
Krishna, Rama, Jagannath, Venkateswara or Vithala.
Durga is conceived as Goddess of power whereas Shiva,
is worshipped as destroyer of evil.
Overall, India is a very diverse and open-minded
country. We are close to family and value friendship. We
revere guests, teachers, and parents. And we are proud of
our heritage and our country. Bande mataram!
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Charitable Giving
Arun Misra, Ph.D*.
For the last several months enormous amounts
of money have flown into charitable causes the world
over and it is said that the appetite for “giving” is huge.
This should help support noble causes at home and
alleviate some of the problems of the world, especially
in developing countries.
Advisors need to present “Charitable Giving” to
their employer or group clients as the time is very
favorable for such a discussion and the tax implications
and benefits to the society at large are enormous.
Below are some facts I mention to my group
clients on charitable giving and for setting up a private
foundation. Sometimes I make a few peanuts out of the
giving program, but most of the time the job is
completely voluntary and provides me with the
satisfaction of enhancing the charity cause.
1. Charitable giving maximizes the support to the
causes one cares about. Giving is one of life’s
greatest satisfactions. It allows you to share
your financial success with loved ones and
establish a legacy to benefit future generations.
2. Before making a gift or donation, one needs to
know some facts about charitable giving to
maximize the benefits of the gift to the recipient
and save undue costs.
3. Gifts are irrevocable. The donor must release
all control and title over the asset for the gifting
process to be complete. Gifts can trigger taxes.
Gift taxes are levied on donor, not the recipient.
4. Most gifts are tax-exempt. Five gifts that do not
trigger gift taxes are :
a. Any gift to a spouse, in any amount,
because there is an unlimited marital
deduction provision. Spouses should be
US residents/citizens.
b. For tax year 2006, gifts up to $12,000 a
year per donor and recipient to any
number of individuals calls for annual
exclusion. The gift should be available to
the recipient for immediate use,
possession, and enjoyment.
c. A spouse’s gift that follows the above
rule to the same individual(s). The total
annual exclusion to a married couple is
thus $24,000. The IRS considers them to
be split gifts -- $12,000 from each
spouse.
d. Gifts
to
charities
or
political
organizations.
These
may
have

ramifications; however, the wise donor
uses caution with such gifts.
e. Paying medical or educational/tuition
expenses for another person, especially
when it is directly to the institution(s).
To qualify as a gift transfer of cash, securities,
property or any other kind of asset during one’s lifetime
should be permanent and irrevocable. Some gifts may
require the donor to pay a gift tax. These could be:
A. Amounts over the annual exclusion of $12,000
or $24,000 to any individual in a single year.
B. Any gift of any size not available to the
recipient for immediate use, enjoyment, or
possession.
C. Medical or educational/tuition expenses not paid
directly to institutions.
If one makes a gift that is taxable, the IRS
requires you to file a gift tax return, IRC form 709, and
keep copies indefinitely. Filing the gift tax return does
not mean one has to pay gift tax, which is at about 55%
rate currently. Presently we all have a lifetime
exemption equivalent to about $1 million. Hence large
gifts will reduce our lifetime exemption and increase
our liability to estate taxes at the time of our death by
the amount gifted. A future increase in exemption
limits, a repeal of estate taxes, imposition of higher or
newer state estate taxes and other provisions in the tax
rules after the year 2010 are still undecided, and being
discussed by the congress.
With proper planning today, one can realize
immediate tax benefits, enhance the quality of life for
loved ones, and increase the scope of some
organizations, by gifting. Even with modest amounts,
one can create a foundation or join many of the
foundations already established for charitable giving
programs. Creative gift giving can lower the overall
taxes for the donor, and benefit loved ones and favorite
causes. Gifts or transfers of assets to minors through
UGMA/UTMA, children, and grandchildren have been
popular for a long time. New education and college
savings plans have extended the scope of giving even
further. In addition to children/grandchildren, gifts can
be designed to take care of the long-term needs of
parents/grandparents on a tax-deductible, tax-favorable
basis.
To secure current and future income for
yourself and loved ones and enable one to leave a
philanthropic legacy, one can set up a tax-deductible
annuity program. Many such legitimate and excellent

programs are available. A qualified tax attorney, a
financial planner, or a competent accountant can
provide further insight into charitable giving.
The paperwork on these programs usually is simple and
easy to execute. For complicated estates, charitable
remainder lead trusts and other instruments may be
designed to manage funds in tax-efficient ways to
provide the maximum benefit to all concerned.
Arun Misra, has been providing group benefits for
small employers for over 20 years in Atlanta, and can
be reached at, Email : misrausa@yahoo.com, and Web
arunmisra.tripod.com.

YOGA, Fitness and Self Improvementthe Unending Dilemma
Anjana Chowdhury, Germantown, MD
How many of you exercise to stay in shape? People
generally choose fitness programs to improve physical
and mental health. Some of us who are overworked
look towards fitness as a means to relax and release
anxiety. Those of us that are interested in body building
or losing weight also choose fitness programs. Some
just do it to keep themselves fit.
The most popular wellness programs are: 1) YOGA, 2)
AEROBIC EXERCISE and 3) MOTIVATIONAL
WORKSHOPS.
What is Yoga? Is it a kind of Exercise? This is not true.
Yoga is a methodology that relaxes the body, slows
breathing, calms the mind and transforms violent,
negative emotions to cultured softer, positive emotions
to work in a tension-free blissful awareness. Yoga is
becoming popular in different parts of the world. For the
restless mind, it gives solace. For the sick, it is a boon.
For the common man, it keeps him or her fit and
beautiful.
According to World Health Organization the state of
health is defined as a state of complete physical,
mental, and social well being, and not merely an
absence of disease or infirmity. WHO also suggested a
4th dimension – Spiritual Health.
YOGA is the only methodology for all-around
development in physical, mental, intellectual, emotional,
and spiritual components of man.
Yoga-Asana, the posture of the body, is a part of
YOGA. It is one of the 8 limbs described by Maharsi
Patanjali. There is one misunderstanding; people
thought that Yoga-Asana is a type of physical exercise.
It is true that exercise and Yoga-Asana are related to

the muscular system of the body; but there are many
differences.
In exercise more emphasis is given on movement of
muscles where as in Yoga Asana it is given on the
steadiness of muscles. Asana is defined as a steady
and comfortable state.
In Exercise, we keep a constant movement speed so
our muscles are under strain; blood circulation and
blood pressure increases. As this is the function of
heart, it has to perform extra work.
The exact opposite is observed in Asana. Due to slow
and steady movements, the muscles do not have to
work more. Once you have undergone any particular
state in Asana, your blood pressure is reduced and
stress on the heart is relieved.
In the case of exercise, we need more oxygen and so
breathing takes place rapidly. That is not the case for
ASANA. Due to a reduction in the requirement of
oxygen, there is not a load on respiratory system.
The speed of your heart beats and respiration increases
and sweating takes place in exercise but not in ASANA.
If there is sweating from the body in ASANA, then
something is going wrong.
Difference between Exercise and ASANA:
Enhancement of muscle
power is the main purpose
in EXERCISE: Strength is
raised.
While exercising, muscles
have to work more, thus we
feel stressed and need
more rest.
Sweating takes place.

Due to Asana muscle
power doesn’t grow but
their capability to work for
a long time increases:
STAMINA is raised.
In ASANA, no such rest
is needed. The muscles
become active due to the
practice of Yoga.
Eventually, we feel more
energetic.
No Sweating.

Eight Limbs of Ashtanga Yoga – By
Maharshi Patanjali.
Yoga means "union" in Sanskrit, the language of
ancient India where yoga originated. We can
think of the union occurring between mind,
body, and spirit.
Eight Limbs or types of Yoga relates to an
aspect of achieving a healthy and fulfilling life
and each builds upon the one before it, as
described in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, one of
the ancient texts that are the basis for the
philosophy behind yoga.

1.

2.

Yama (Five ethical guidelines regarding
moral behavior towards others)
* Ahimsa - A principle of non-violence
* Satya - A principle of Truthfulness
* Asteya - A principle of non stealing
* Brahmacharya - Continence
* Aparigah - A principle of non-hoarding
or non possessiveness

5. Pratyahara - (Withdrawal of Senses)
Withdrawal of the senses, meaning that the
exterior world is not a distraction from the
interior world within oneself.
6.

Dharana - (Concentration on Object)
Concentration of mind on one object and
its field.

Niyama (Five ethical guidelines
regarding moral behavior towards
oneself)
* Shoucha - Purity
* Santosh - Contentment
* Tapa - Endurance
* Swadhyaya- Self study
* Eshwar Pranidhan- Dedication

7.

Dhyan - (Meditation) Withdrawing
mind from all external objects and
focusing it on one point and meditating
on it.

8.

Samadhi - (Salvation) State of Super
bliss,
joy
and
merging
individual
consciousness
in
to
universal
consciousness.

3.

Asana - (Yoga Postures / positions)
A stable and comfortable posture which
helps attain mental equilibrium.

4.

Pranayama - (Yoga Breathing)
Extension and control of breath.

It should be noted Yoga is not an exercise or simply a
fitness program, but a lifestyle. Yoga is a conscientious
way to live a happy and healthy life.

SCIENCE LABORATORY

UNIT-I, GOVT. HIGH SCHOOL
Sanija Begum, Laboratory-Manager
Unit I high School, Bhubaneswar, Orissa
Laboratory work should occupy a central position in any program of science education because teaching
through fast-hand experience is important. In India, laboratory work emphasizes manpower development. One of
the emerging science laboratories is located at Govt. High School, Unit-I, BBSR, Orissa, which is sponsored by
JOGA and with the cooperation and sincere effort of Headmaster Sumanta Kumar Sahoo and other school staff.
Jagannath Organization for Global Awareness, or JOGA, whose mission is to inculcate scientific attitude scientific
temper in the minds of young generations through scientific knowledge, is a leading non-profit organization in the
USA.

Laboratory setup for science center in Unit I high school
The science center at Unit I High School is well equipped containing various chemical apparatus, state of the art
equipments, and models of biological aspects. Students feel comfortable in doing a number of experiments. This
laboratory is shared by the students of this school and students of nearby schools. A fixed number of experiments
are included in senior classes which involve known facts. Students are asked to make observations, record results,

manipulate
attributes –
iiiiiiiv-

apparatus, and draw conclusions. Here the young scientists conducting projects have the following
follow the scientific methods and develop innovative experimental skills
address local problems
problem solving skills and help in science learning
encourage team work

Without a doubt, this Science Lab will motivate young scientists because a larger objective is being attempted that
harnesses the creativity, energy, and enthusiasm of the young ones.
Note: We need your support for various projects in the science laboratory. Please send your tax deductible
contribution to “JOGA”, 4525 Rutherford Way, Dayton, MD 21036. For more details on the educational project,
undertaken by JOGA, please contact
Dr. Naresh C. Das, MD (Naresh.das@jogaworld.org); Mr. Hemant Biswal, VA (hbiswal@hotmail.com);
Dr. Koneti Rao, MD (koneti@hotmail.com); Dr. Meena Sahu, MD (msahu@geologics.com)
Mr. Dhirendra Kar, NC (dhirendrakar@hotmail.com); Dr. Debanand Das, MD (deb_das@hotmail.com)

Murthi Sthapana Ceremony
Lord Jagannatha, Balabhadra, Subhadra
Hindu temple, 10001 Riggs Rd, Adelphi, MD 20783
April 20-22, 2007
The deity installation, murti-sthapana, ceremony of Lord
Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra, and Devi Subhadra took place
from April 20-22, 2007 at the Hindu Temple, Adelphi, MD.
Rajguruji from Puri came to perform the puja/installation
ceremony. Pitambar Sarangi from New Jersey, Prabir Dash
from Tennesse, Bhagabat Sahoo from Alabama, and
Sitakantha Dash from Minnesota also came to participate in
the puja and ceremony.
On April 20th, the puja started at 7 PM. Mrs Meera Mohapatra
took the responsibility of arranging puja materials. Pratap
Dash was in charge of performing the puja and helping
Rajguruji. Indu and Jhunu Mishra, Joy Gopal and
Sulochana Mohanty, and Nrusingha and Bandita Mishra
sat in the puja.
Decoration team members, Moushumi Patnaik, Julie
Acharya Ray, Anu Biswal, Sangeeta Dey, and Urmila
decorated the main temple room and altar for the deities.
Naresh Das and Shashadhar Mohapatra checked on
different items needed for the puja and ceremony for the
upcoming days. Maushumi Patnaik and Sangeeta Dey
made posters with stories of Lord Jagannath.
On April 21st, puja started in the morning around 8 AM.
Prabir Dash, Bhagabat Sahoo, Sitakantha Dash, Pitambar
Sarangi, and Pratap Dash started the puja under the
Ladies going on Kalash puja procession

leadership of Rajguruji. After Surya Puja, Panchakarma, Mandladipujan, and Pitha Pujan, Kalash puja started.
Before Kalash puja, 21 ladies participated in “Jalajatra” th procession around the temple. They looked beautiful
with their new sarees and “Kalasha” on their heads.
After lunch, Vaishnabagni, Sanskara and Homakarmarmbha, Snana and Sayana ceremony of the deities, Arati,
Puspanjali and Dikbali, all took place. The cultural program started at 6:00 PM with bhajans by Mahashakti Dash
of ISKCON temple. There were a few group bhajans by the Oriya bhajan group. The cultural coordinators Bigyani
Das, Julie Acharya Ray and Debaki Nandan Chowdhury organized the programs to present a glimpse of Orissa to
Hindu Temple devotees. The dance program included an Odissi group dance “Ki Sobha go Kunje”, by Ankita Ray,
Mrunali Das, Shashwati Das, Ciaran Guilford, Raven Holmes, and Lonika Behera, a Sambalpuri group dance by
Divya Das, Supriya Patnaik, Niraja Bohidar and Lonika Behera, and Odissi by Masako Ono. The odissi group
dance was choreographed by Mrs Jayantee Paine Ganguly of Konark Dance School and the sambalpuri dance was
choreographed by Mrs Alpana Das.
Masako is an exceptionally talented Odissi dancer trained by Odissi masters such as Protima Bedi and Guru
Kelucharan Mohapatra. She performed 3 items, Manikya Veena, Kirwani Pallavi, and Shiva Panchakshari. She
enthralled the audience with her acrobatic postures.
Mahaprasad, dinner, was served after the dance and the rituals ended at 10 PM.
On April 22nd, the puja started at about 8:30 AM. There were a few families, namely, Joy Gopal and Sulochana
Mohanty, Chitaranjan and Namita Das, Pratap and Bijoylaxmi Dash, Naresh and Bigyani Das, Nrusingha and
Bandita Mishra, Ajay and Neeta Mohanty, Indu and Jhunu Mishra, and Shashadhar and Meera Mohapatra, arrived
early in the morning for the surya puja. After panchakarma
and saladevata pujanam, homa karma started. Hindu temple
priests Pitambarji and Kunj Kishoreji participated in the
homakarma. At about 12 PM, Pranapratishtha of the deities
took place. At about 2:00 PM, the deities entered the temple
with large procession. All the devotees were immersed in
love of the Lord while welcoming the deities to the main
temple. Bikram Paul, president of Hindu temple welcomed
the Lord with flowers. The sound of the conch, drums,
ghanta, kirtan, and hulahuli by the ladies created a
memorable atmosphere. It reminded everybody of a
traditional wedding ceremony in Orissa.
After the deities entered the hall, a puja was performed
before they were installed in their altar. It was a sacred

Newly installed Deities

scene to remember. Ladies were making garlands,
devotees were singing bhajans, and volunteers were
distributing food and drinks, some people performed
puja, while others cleaned the site of the homakarma
and surya puja. Everybody was working, enjoying
and immersing in the love of God. Washington DC
Oriya community had come together to celebrate
this historical moment of the installation of Lord
Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra. It
was a milestone reached by the immigrant Oriya
community in Washington DC area.
The evening program included purnahuti, more
bhajans, arati and the discourse presented by
Swamiji.
Devotees in front of Lord Jagannath in Hindu temple

Mahaprasad was served and the program ended at 10 PM. Sudip and Susmita Patnaik had coordinated the
mahaprasad preparation and distribution. A more detailed description of the event written by Julie Acharya Ray is
available at http://talkjulie.blogspot.com/2007/05/jagannath-travels-west-once-more.html. Sudip and Susmita
Patnaik have also made a nice video presentation of the events. More pictures of the installation ceremony are
available at http://community.webshots.com/user/ankapa67.
Ajay & Nita Mohanty
Pratap & Puspa Das
Prafulla & Dharitri Mishra
Here is the account of funds raised for Prafulla & Sangeeta Nayak
Murti Sthapana Ceremony:
Gyana & Sujata Bohidar
Pradipta & Ira Patnaik
Prasad Sponsor
$ 3300.00
Sudip and Susmita Patnaik
Kalash
$ 2473.00
Susama Panda
Sankalpa
$ 1813.00
Sushant & Geeta Mohanty
Deepa/sari/flower $ 500.00
Sansaya Bisoi
General
$ 3740.00
Suresh & Niva Kodelikar
Total
$ 11826.00
Pupun Das
Ajit & Sobhana Das
Expenses:
Puja
$ 2187.29
Abhijit & Julie Acharaya ray
PR/Tent/print $ 1027.00
Lalit & Hema Behera
Cultural
$ 438.50
Hemant & Priti Biswal
Priest
$ 1914.00
Asha Khaturia
Food
$ 2501.00
Prakash & Manaswini Sahu
Total
$ 8318.79
Joydeep & Dharitri Benerjee
Mrs. Choudhury
Positive Balance is $3507.21. This
will be used for Lord’s service in
Deepak & Leene Dhal
future program.
Munmaya and Bidyu Mishra
Devraj & Urmila Sahu
The following people contributed
for the Murti Sthapana Ceremony Sujata Mohanty
Bimal & Leena Mishra
and sponsored various events.
Prasana & Babita Nayak
Pinaki & Kalpan Panigrahi
Pradeep & Susmita Behera
Laxmi Kant & Mama Dash
Sunanda Holmes
Binod & Bandita Nayak
Santanu & Jhinu Chhotray
Koneti & Nilam Rao
Upendra & Madhavi Das
Kailash &Minakshi Sahu
Sudhir & Reema Raju
Rajani & Soni Rath
Sandeep & Mausumi Patnaik
Bala & Nirlipta Dixit
Nrusingha & Bandita Mishra
Sudip & Bubu Patnaik
Naresh & Bigyani Das
Babru & Jayashree Samal
Shashadhar & Meera Mohapatra
Gati & Lali Tripathy
Sitakantha & Kalpana Dash
Dilip & Sudhir Patnaik
Chitaranjan & Namita Das
Sponsors of Murti Sthapana
Ceremony

Joy Gopal & Sulochana Mohanty
Sandeep & Madhavi Mukhi
Sachin & Kakali Rath
Sidharth & Alpana Das
Pranati Mohanty
Annapurna Satpathy
Nilambar & Anu Biswal
Ratan & Chandrika Mohanty
Rabi & Manju Mohapatra
Surendra & Sukanti Ray
Nirode & Sneha Mohanty
Bikash & Dipti Mishra
Anonymous
Nima Mishra
Sanjeeb & Mukta Mishra
Subhendu & Puspa Mishra
Seema Mishra
Tushar & Swaha Mohapatra
Ashim & Sangeeta Dey
Bhudeep & Munmun Patnaik
Subhendu & Mamata Matagajasingh
Anil & Sagarika Das
Shivaraj & Bindu Kanungo
Sarat & Sujata Dalei
Ajit & Barnali Sahu
Alekha & Smita Dash
Trinayana Mishra
Rabindra & Dipti Mohapatra
Brahma Priya & Sikha Sen
Manas & Leena Samntray
Debanand & Deepa Das
Dwarika & Archana Mishra
Alok & Tonya Praharaj
Pradeep & Sanghamitra Patnaik
Sashibhusan Mohanty
Urmila Mohapatra

Bhajan Schedule: Third Saturday of every month: 6:00 –9:00 PM Bhajan, Philosophiccal Discussion, Arati, and Prasad
Place: Hindu Temple, 10001 Riggs Road, Adelphi, MD 20783 (Tel: 301-445-2165)
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